Ducati Multistrada 2010-2014 Fender Extension Kit
for Models with Factory Ducati Bags
Note: This extension kit MUST be installed alongside Motodynamic’s
fender eliminator kit for the 2010-2014 Multistrada [Part No. FE-D10MLT]
Parts List
x1 Left extension arm
x1 Right extension arm
x1 License plate holder
x4 M6x16mm allen bolts
x10 Cable ties
x2 Left and right turn signals extension harness
x1 License plate light extension harness
x2 Wire looms
Required
Motodynamic’s fender eliminator kit [Part No. FE-D10MLT]
Installation of this extension bracket requires Motodynamic’s fender eliminator kit for the 2010-2014 Ducati Multistrada [Part no. FE-D10MLT]
and assumes it already has been installed. This extension bracket allows the use of the OEM Ducati turn signals while the factory Ducati bags
are attached.
1. Remove the plate holder/cover plate from Part No. FE-D10MLT (4 bolts from underneath while securing the special nuts from trunk area). Take proper
caution when dropping the cover plate to make sure the 4 plastic spacers do not get lost. Unplug license plate light, tail light and turn signals. Retain the
4 factory bolts for reuse later. Remove license plate and retain M6 nylon lock nuts/washers for re-use later. Remove the license plate LED light from
license plate holder.
2. Get the factory Ducati turn signals assemblies from the installation of FE-D10MLT. If the assembly has not yet been performed please refer to
installation instructions from FE-D10MLT
3. Loosely assemble the license plate, new plate holder, left/right turn signal assemblies, and Left/Right extension arms using the included M6x16mm
bolts alongside M6 lock nuts and washers from step 1. Attach license plate LED light to new plate holder. So the order will be bolt>plate>new plate
holder>left/right extension arms>left/right turn signal brackets>washer>nut. See illustration
4. Attach turn signal extension wires to left and right turn signals. Run all wires through wire looms and use supplied cable ties to secure to left and/or
right extension arms.
5. Feed all wires through square hole on cover plate and plug the left/right turn signals, tail light and license plate light back, then loosely mount the
assembly from step 3 using the 4 bolts and 4 plastic spacers removed from step 1 back onto the under tail.
6. Attach the bags and align everything making sure the turn signals are not touching the bags. Proceed with tightening all the bolts and nuts.
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